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FAQ_453_1: incremental encoder 
 
Q_1: How is it possible to control the actual position of the motor in open loop without incremental 

encoder (in steps)? 
 
A_1: In fact, the TMC453 can operate without incremental encoder in every mode and the incremental 

encoder can be used additionally with no coupling to the motor movement. In fact this is the 
default mode of operation. Maybe there was some misunderstanding about this. 

        What you describe is the standard reference move - you find some position and then set the actual 
position counter to zero (or any other value. This is described in the actual version 2.2 or 2.3 of the 
manual on page 17: Finding the reference position. You find the register ramp_pos_act on page 
20. It is here a read only register, which is latched when you either set the latch bit in a command 
or write to the latch_ramp_params register. You can write it using a FIFO command SET_POS_ACT 
(see page 15). 

 
 
FAQ_453_2: encoder -interface 
 
Q_1: Which are the maximal frequencies of the A/B –signals? 
 
A_1: The input frequency is limited by a digital filtering which lasts three clocks, i.e. the maximal counting 

rate for full symmetric input signals is ca. 2/3 fCLK – e.g. for 16MHz -> 12 MCnts/s. In this case the 
chip always makes a 4 fold analysis. With the prescaler it also is possible to divide through 2 – 256, 
in order to get a lower resolution. 

 
Q_2: How does the encoder –interface work with the 1/2/4 –fold analysis? 
 
A_2: To reach a serious analyze the minimal time displacement between the encoder –signals A and B 

should be at least 1 timing –period of the TMC453 (theoretically it could be a few 10ns). The Null 
channel signal CHN is intern also filtered above three timing periods, thus it is read simultaneous 
with the other signals. Here it is also sampled with fCLK. 

 
Q_3: Are there any timing specifications about the encoder interface (time -elations A, B, N)? 
 
A_3: The logic signal at the inputs (CHA, CHB, CHN) has to be stable for at least 3 clock cycles (3 tCLKs) 

in order to be recognized. 
 
 
FAQ_453_3: ACK 
 
Q   : How does the ACKnowledge signal work? 
 
A   : It’s simple: the receiver acknowledges the received byte by pulling down the acknowledge signal to 

´0´(gnd). Otherwise mostly the TMCC pulls the level up by a pull-up resistor. the processor sends the 
acknowledges (only for writing access). In this case the TMCC recognizes the end of transmission, 
when the processor didn’t acknowledge the last byte. 
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FAQ_453_4: terminations 
 
Q_1: How has the TEST_SE –pin to be terminated? 
 
A_1: Connect it to GND for normal operation 
 
Q_2: How has the SERIAL_EN –pin to be terminated? 
 
A_2: Connect it to GND, if you do not want to use the serial interface, else to VCC. 
 
Q_3: How have the DIR_IN and STEP_IN –pins to be terminated? 
 
A_3: If they aren’t used, they have to be connected to ground. 
 
 
FAQ_453_5: DAC2OUT 
 
Q_1: How is it possible to set the DAC2OUT? 
 
A_1: One possibility is to control it direct by changing the PMAP_DAC2 register by setting the bit 2 in 

PMAP_CANF (value4). 
        Or, the second possibility is, controlled by the driving ramps: The IMOT0 IMOT3 registers contain the 

4 current values (IMOT0 is the value during the motor is at rest). And the registers FIFO_ACCOMP 
and FIFO_V_COMP contain several comparison values (s. ramp adaptive motor current control). All 
this registers can be written with the command FIFO. 

 
Q_2: How is it possible to limit the current with the DAC2OUT signal (2-phase stepper motor supposed)? 
        Perhaps by the ENABLE_DAC2_VOUT_DIRECT –bit (maximum value shows the set velocity -target)? 
 
A_2: This velocity output is more qualified for DC -servo -driving. Normally the acceleration should be 

used as an indicator for the motor current. Therefore, the FIFO_A_CCOMP and FIFO_V_COMP 
values have to be set in order to show the set currency values in the FIFO_IMOT (s. ramp adaptive 
motor current control). 

 
 
FAQ_453_6: STEP -/ DIR 
 
Q_1: Can we use the TMC453 for control a stepper motor driver that use step signals and direction? 
 
A_1: Yes, the step and direction outputs give a short impulse (1 tCLK) resp. the sign (1=CCW) for each 

step. You just have to add some pulse elongation and direction signal logic to adapt it to your 
power stage. 

 
Q_2: Is it possible to associate inside TMC453 the corresponding constant to calculate number of step 

clocks to perform in function of number of microsteps per step programmed on the driver? 
 
A_2: The 453 does not need to know the number of microsteps. All positioning is done in the highest 

available resolution. 
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FAQ_453_7: acceleration and velocity 
 
Q   : Which units control acceleration and velocity? 
 
A   : Each Step of the ramp generator equals the smallest available one at the stepping mode. This values 

are handled with the via prescaler divided quartz frequency (s. S. 20).With every time interval 1/256 
of the acceleration is added to the velocity (s. S. 19). For calculation the of stepping frequency see 
also side 19. 

 
 
FAQ_453_8: layout and PCB layout 
 
Q   : Are there any layout rules to be taken into account? 
 
A   : By using a 2 layer board the gnd and VCC duct note: The 100nF filter capacitors should be paced as 

close as possible to the supply -pins of the TMC453. Further on the DAC outputs should drive no 
wires which are longer than 10cm. In this case a 10kOHM serial resistor is reasonable. Or, a easier 
possibility is to use a ground plate, which isn’t really a problem if you use a 4 layer board. 

 
 


